7 August 1959

Memo for the record

Subject: Visa Application of Wife of Marcos DIAZ Lenz

1. Mr. Massett (2211) told me this morning that State has no
record of the visa application of Sra. Diaz Lenz. If one has been
submitted to the American Embassy in Havana, it has not been forwarded
up here for an advisory opinion. State has flagged her name and will
notify Massett (or Mr. Cotter or Mr. Pennington of the same office)
whenever her case is submitted for an opinion.

2. Since current plans call for her evacuation from Cuba to
Mexico, rather than direct to the U.S., there is not the urgency
that there was before in getting her a U.S. visa. However, when the
matter comes up after her arrival in Mexico, we should expedite the
forwarding of her application to State so that processing may proceed.

[Signature]

R. Reynolds
MR/111/Cribbean